The Screw Tail
This type of tail may be encountered
in the breed. These may be high set
and sometimes may be very tightly
curled and require regular cleaning
and have a higher risk of infection,
particularly if the screw is inward, The
dog's discomfort may necessitate its
removal. However, if the tail screws
outwards it may cause no problem,
particularly if it is mobile.
The vestigial tail depicted on
the left has a reduction of 2–3
vertebrae and is impossible to
clean without causing pain.
These tails may have to be
amputated.

The Inverted Tail.

Because these problems are so important it
is impossible to ignore them.

At first glance these Bulldogs do not
appear to have a tail because it is
tightly inverted into a pocket. They
are almost impossible to keep clean
and subsequent infection often
necessitates their removal.

Bulldogs’ Tails

The caudal fold is small
or completely closed

Dogs with this type of tail or a lack of tail
should be heavily penalised in the show ring.
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Bulldog Tails

A painting of “Crib and Rosa” 1817 attributed to Abraham
Cooper on display at the Kennel Club shows both dogs have
the historically recognized original pump handle tail.
However looking at these dogs you can see that they were a
much leaner but active dog and quite far removed from the
animal we recognize as the Bulldog of today not least by
temperament, make no mistake those dogs were not the
companion dogs we would want by our fireside now.
Enthusiastic Breeders in Victorian times wrote the Bulldog’.
Standard said to be the first of any breed in the world and
tried to breed ( t o b r e e d ) dogs which complied with it.
Some historians believe that there was a pug cross added,
intended to shorten and flatten the Bulldogs head and if that
were the case, a side effect was that tails curled and the pump
handle tail started to disappear.
This was around the late 1800s into the early 1900s and the
tails became shorter and in some cases became hard to see.
Some Breeders thought the tight screw and the bun type tail
were acceptable and this type of tail although never ‘the
standard’ became commonplace. Seeing Bulldogs with an
actual straight and tapered tail was uncommon, people even
began to think those tails were incorrect .
The European Convention for the Protection of Pet Animals,
was drawn up within the Council of Europe in 1987 , In it , the
Bulldog along with many other popular breeds in the UK was
heavily criticized for several breed characteristics. As a result
The Bulldog Breed Council, who have had a Health committee
for many years was invited to meet with the Kennel Club to
see how we could work towards breeding a healthier dog, free
of characteristics and features that could cause pain and
discomfort in a dog and to eliminate such problems and
reduce the care this required.

These meetings regularly took place until 2003 before the
Kennel Club amended our Standard, and to meet the
health improvement objectives agreed we started working
on and developed the Health Certificate implemented in
2006.
We aim to breed dogs with the straight tail as described in
the Standard but from a health point of view a ‘mobile’ tail
is equally highly desirable as owners can clean and keep it
free from soreness easily. The mode of inheritance is
pretty difficult to work out and when we first drew
attention to the tails , breeders were very doubtful how
much improvement could be made. Invariably, two straight
tailed dogs often produce a curly or tight tailed dogs in a
litter; so it remains an issue that has to be addressed . On
the KC Standard update in 2009 tails were not earmarked
for attention but the Breed Council in 2011 asked for the
following to be added

The Standard.
Set on low, jutting out rather straight and then turning
downwards. Round, smooth and devoid of fringe or coarse
hair. Moderate in length – rather short than long – thick at
root, tapering quickly to a fine point. Downward carriage (not
having a decided upward curve at end) and never carried
above back.
Lack of tail, inverted or extremely tight tails
are undesirable.

‘Lack of tail, inverted or extremely tight tails
are undesirable’.
There has been a tremendous amount of work on the
selection of dogs to improve tails and the breeders are to be
applauded for their achievements. In a short amount of time
the dogs in the show ring are now commonly exhibited with
mobile tails which are easy to care for. It is also part of the
dog portraying body language to other dogs.
Some dogs still have tails which are a little on the tight side
but the breeders are aware, some things need time before visible achievements are seen and we are all aware
one cannot choose for one element alone as the dog
must be evaluated as a whole dog. Serious damage to
type can occur if skills to retain the points we want and
to improve cast aside what the
breeders have achieved
through years of dedicated expert breeding . A fine balance must be worked

Although not correct, these tails are also
acceptable as they are mobile
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Note: the correct positioning of the tail, at the end of the
spine, not high set.

The ‘Gay’ Tail

This is a healthy tail but considered high set as it is carried
above the top line of the dog , it changes the dog's
appearance and is classed as a fault in the Standard.

